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Question:

- Kooth is a service of Xenzone, which was founded in 
2001 to help break down the stigma attached to 
mental health services

- Works across the country in 100+ different local 
authorities– provides mainly online service (Kooth), 
but also blended services (face-to-face AND online). 

- Kooth is our flagship service, that has won awards for 
delivery. It works best as fully integrated service, it 
also provides gateway to other services (inc. f2f 
counselling)

- Kooth attracts ‘hard to reach’ and ‘under the radar’ 
young people

- It is able to support over 65,000 young people each 
year through its variety of support tools

About Kooth
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- Young people can sign up themselves – no referral needed
- Text based – live or asynchronous messaging
- Offers a range of therapeutic tools and activities
- Open 365 days a year
- 12-10pm weekdays, 6-10pm weekends

Online counselling & well-
being support

It’s free, safe and

anonymous.
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Kooth helps with:
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Kooth helps with:
Anything.

Anything that’s making you feel 
worried is worth talking about.

When are our 
counsellors

online?
Monday - Friday

Afternoons & Evenings

Weekends
Evenings

365
days

Full counselling hours are on the homepage
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Joining Kooth is
Easy.

Any Browser.
Any Device.

Joining Kooth is
Easy.

JoeBloggs2019

H^wPD(46sjP!%

MyDogIsSoCool33

HarryPotterfangirl19

Username:
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❌

K00th345!✅

❌

Password:

F(3&4H%%eb@2Dk

password
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“Kooth offers so much more than just 
speaking to a counsellor. The community is 

always online, and there’s other young people 
that will be there to help you. You’re never 

alone, don’t be afraid to speak up.”

Kooth
Magazine
- Posts include anything from personal stories, to 

creative writing and advice on how to get though a 
hard time

- Explore articles written by experienced professionals
- Contribute to the magazine, or read other young 

people’s posts!
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Kooth

Forums
- Browse through posts on many different topics, 

both serious and fun!
- Give or receive support from others in similar 

situations to you
- Connect with others in themed live forums

Get involved in the 
Kooth community!

Both the magazine and forum are 
there to help young people just like 
you to better support each other.

Regardless of your background, 
you’ll find something in common 
and something to share!

“I know that I can talk to 
people on here and there 
are people that relate to 

me and are going 
through the same things 

as me”
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CBT and self help resources

CoreYP assessment tool
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CoGS

End of session 
feedback 
questionnaire
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Building more 
evidence bases

Symptom, impact, 
feedback, goal and 
global tracking.

Case notes
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Signposting

• Everything is pre-moderated and confidential
• No personal details or real names
• All the counsellors are trained, qualified and are used to 

working with young people
• If you needed, we would talk to you about face-to-face 

services as well as talking to us online

Kooth is free, safe and

anonymous.
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Everyone needs support
sometimes - and if you do, 

Kooth is here.
kooth.com


